Instructions for use

1. Use cold brew from steeping process; recipes with duration from 7 up to 26 hours available online
2. Fill iSi Nitro Whip with max. 1 Liter (1 US Quart) cold brew coffee
3. Insert gasket into the head and screw the head tightly onto the filled bottle
4. Use iSi Nitro charger holder to pierce iSi Nitro Charger (the only charger compatible with the iSi Nitro Whip system)
5. When the charger touches the piercing unit, make a rapid last screwing motion to release the Nitrogen gas into the bottle
6. Shake the bottle firmly about 5 times
7. **DO NOT REMOVE CHARGER HOLDER.** The holder regulates the dispensing of gas into the whipper
8. Dispense coffee alongside glass wall to ensure optimal cascading for a perfect foamy head
9. Use a conical shaped glass/cup to increase the cascading effect. As it settles it will continue to develop a foamy head